
QWEST CORPORATION
STATE: Washington
DOCKET NO: Docket No. UT-003022 and UT-003040
CASE DESCRIPTION: In the Matter of the Investigation into U S WEST's 
Compliance with Section 271
INTERVENOR: Washington Bench
REQUEST NO: BCH INF-04-046S5

REQUEST:

Please provide the Commission with the same information Qwest has provided 
in response to Public Counsel's Data Request No. ATG 07-052:

Please produce a list of and copies of every written contract, agreement , 
or letter of understanding between Qwest and a competitive local exchange 
carrier (CLEC) operating in Washington state which was entered into by 
Qwest since January 1, 2000, but not including any such agreement filed 
with the Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission.

On March 8, 2002, Qwest responded to Public Counsel's request No. ATG 
07-052 and sent its response electronically to, among other parties, the 
Administrative Law Judge in this proceeding and the Commission's Records 
Center. Because the information was never filed in hard copy, and because 
responses to data requests are not usually served on the Administrative 
Law Judge or the Records Center, the information was never formally 
received by the Commission.  This Bench Request is intended to allow the 
information to be included properly as a part of the Commission's files in 
this matter, and to allow the Commission to properly review it.

RESPONSE:

Qwest is attaching the agreements that it provided in response to Public 
Counsel's Data Request No. ATG 07-052.

Respondent:  Legal

SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE 05/02/02:

Qwest is supplementing this response as additional agreements are being 
provided in response to Public Counsel's Data Request No. ATG 07-052.  
Qwest is attaching five highly-sensitive confidential agreements and four 
non-confidential agreements. The highly sensitive agreements are being 
provided to the Attorney General of Washington and to the Washington 
Commission.  Qwest requests that these documents be given "highly 
confidential" status and not be distributed to other parties to the 
proceeding. 

Respondent:  Legal

SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE 05/09/02:

Qwest is supplementing this response as additional agreements are being 
provided in response to Public Counsel's Data Request No. ATG 07-052.  
Qwest is attaching highly-sensitive confidential agreements. The highly 
sensitive agreements are being provided to the Attorney General of 
Washington and to the Washington Commission.  Qwest requests that these 
documents be given "highly confidential" status and not be distributed to 



other parties to the proceeding. 

Respondent:  Legal

SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE 05/16/02:

Qwest is supplementing this response as additional agreements are being 
provided in response to Public Counsel's Data Request No. ATG 07-052.  
Qwest is attaching highly-sensitive confidential agreements. The highly 
sensitive agreements are being provided to the Attorney General of 
Washington and to the Washington Commission.  Qwest requests that these 
documents be given "highly confidential" status and not be distributed to 
other parties to the proceeding. 

Respondent:  Legal

SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE 06/05/02

In its Supplemental Response S1 dated 05/02/02 and its Supplemental 
Response S3 dated 05/16/02, Qwest inadvertently provided two highly 
confidential agreements which should not have held that special 
designation.  The Agreement between AT&T, U S WEST and Qwest dated 
04/24/00 and the Confidential Billing Settlement Agreement between 
Nextlink and Qwest dated 05/12/00 have previously been provided in the 
Qwest/U S WEST Merger Docket (Docket No. UT-991358).  As such, they are no 
longer confidential.  Qwest is aware that these previously produced 
Agreements are not responsive to the data request seeking previously 
unfiled agreements and need not have been produced.  However, to make the 
record clear, Qwest is not removing those agreements at this time and 
instead is refiling them with the correct non-confidential designation.

Respondent:  Legal

SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE 06/11/02:

Qwest is supplementing this response as additional agreements are being 
provided in response to Public Counsel's Data Request No. ATG 07-052.  
Qwest is attaching confidential agreements. The agreements are being 
provided to the Attorney General of Washington and to the Washington 
Commission.  

Respondent:  Legal


